Since the Snowden revelations, law enforcement agencies’ broad technological surveillance tactics have come under greater public scrutiny. One such surveillance technique is the StingRay, which is a device used to gather information. Unlike other devices, the StingRay can collect serial numbers and locations from surrounding cell phones without the phone owners’ knowledge. StingRays are substantially different than previous phone-tracking technology, as they are not only capable of revealing phones’ location, but they also record phone numbers and the content of voice and text communication. Law enforcement agencies go to great lengths to keep StingRays mired in obscurity and maintain their secrecy. As these devices are challenged in courts, their use implicates numerous, unaddressed concerns under the Fourth Amendment.

StingRays go by many names—International Mobile Subscriber Identity catchers (“IMSI-catcher”), cell-site simulators, triggerfish—and can be carried by hand, installed in a police car, or mounted on an aircraft. At least sixty local and state law enforcement agencies in twenty-three states and numerous federal agencies, such as the FBI, National Security Agency, and Immigration and Customs Enforcement, own these devices. StingRays operate by impersonating a cell phone tower and tricking mobile devices into connecting and revealing their
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information. These devices emit a stronger signal which overpowers nearby towers, thus forcing phones to connect as they are programmed to gravitate towards the stronger signal. Since they indiscriminately cast their net over all phones within a surrounding area, these devices connect with and collect information from many phones other than the phone targeted. In addition to serial numbers and locations, these devices can also intercept the content of calls, text messages, and data that a phone transmits and receives.

StingRays also impact cell service. The FBI has acknowledged that a StingRay has “the potential to intermittently disrupt cellular service to a small fraction of . . . wireless customers within its immediate vicinity.” This raises a concern that StingRays may interfere with important calls unrelated to the phone they are targeting. Though they are designed to recognize and allow 911 calls to connect to legitimate cell towers, non-911 emergency calls could struggle to get through if they were placed in the vicinity of a StingRay.

StingRays act in a way that is substantially different than cell tower tracking—the most similar search procedure with which courts have wrestled. With cell tower tracking, when a phone is moved around it switches between different towers to maintain a connection with the strongest signal, and police can review these switches to get a rough idea of a person’s movements. At best, cell tower tracking can locate an area within fifty yards of a phone carrier, while StingRays identify the specific location within six feet of a person. Cell tower tracking involves law enforcement agencies subpoenaing phone records from third-party service carriers to approximate where a phone is located. Cell tower tracking also requires assistance from the service carrier, which ensures that someone other than law enforcement is aware that surveillance is occurring and maintains records of the information used in each search. StingRays do not involve any third party service carriers. The only person who necessarily knows how and why the device is being used is the StingRay operator.
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StingRays have operated largely outside of the scrutiny of the public or the courts due to law enforcement’s efforts to maintain a high level of secrecy. Agencies frequently cite nondisclosure pledges made either to the FBI or the Harris Corporation, which manufactures many of these devices, when refusing to disclose information. This secrecy is upheld even in court proceedings, where prosecutors have made favorable plea deals or dismissed entire cases rather than disclose information about the use of StingRays. This level of secrecy has made it harder for courts to determine the correct way to handle this new technology. Last year Jason Chaffetz, Chairman of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, introduced a bill that would require a warrant for all levels of law enforcement. Some states have already passed similar laws. Though the Department of Justice recently shifted its policies to require that federal agents seek a warrant prior to using a StingRay, local and state agencies may still choose to pursue other avenues of authorization.

Law enforcement agencies not required to seek warrants have authorized StingRay use under pen register or trap and trace device
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These allow agencies to petition a court to compel service providers to disclose real-time information about electronic devices they cover.\textsuperscript{26} Pen registers are defined as devices “which [record] or [decode] dialing, routing, addressing, or signaling information” from “wire or electronic communication,” and trap and trace devices are devices that “capture[] the incoming electronic or other impulses which identify the originating number . . . reasonably likely to identify the source of a wire or electronic communication.”\textsuperscript{27} The evidentiary standard for these petitions is lower than a warrant’s probable cause requirement. Pen/trap applications require only a showing that “the information likely to be obtained is relevant to an ongoing criminal investigation,”\textsuperscript{28} which has resulted in nearly all pen/trap applications being granted.\textsuperscript{29} Many argue that pen/trap applications are not appropriate for StingRays because these statutes were designed for “the use of the primitive devices of the past that captured outgoing and incoming phone numbers on a landline.”\textsuperscript{30} StingRays are capable of grabbing far more specific data from a far larger swath of people than a traditional pen register,\textsuperscript{31} posing a greater threat to privacy in both scope and kind.

### Potential Fourth Amendment Challenges

Few courts have directly addressed the application of the Fourth Amendment to StingRays. In \textit{United States v. Skinner}, the Sixth Circuit held that Fourth Amendment concerns were not raised when the government tracked a defendant’s “pay-as-you-go” cell phone that was being used in drug trafficking.\textsuperscript{32} Though the court explained that criminals using modern technology to reduce the possibility of detection “can hardly complain when the police take advantage of the inherent characteristics of these very devices to catch them”,\textsuperscript{33} it did not address situations where a StingRay is used to track someone’s personal cell phone. Multiple federal district courts have held that pen/trap applications do not cover StingRays, implying a warrant is required to avoid Fourth Amendment violations.\textsuperscript{34} As these types of cases become
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more prevalent, the Court may ultimately have to define the Fourth Amendment’s applicability to StingRays. Judging from current search and seizure precedent, the use of StringRays potentially implicates the Court’s interpretations of searches of a phone, a home, or a person.

The most obvious line of precedent implicated involves cases which deal with searches of cell phones. United States v. Jones held that attaching a GPS device to a vehicle was a search. Dicta in the Court’s opinion suggests that when law enforcement achieves “the same result through electronic means, without an accompanying trespass,” they could cause an unconstitutional privacy invasion. Furthermore, the Court held in Riley v. California that warrantless searches of digital information on an individual’s cellphone seized during arrest was unconstitutional. Though this case addressed the physical search and seizure of a phone, the use of a StingRay implies the same result. The wide array of information a StingRay can pull from all nearby cellphones when activated is the same “digital form [of] many sensitive records” and “broad array of private information” the Court protected from warrantless search in Riley. Riley thus suggests that the use of StingRays also necessitates a warrant.

Moreover, the Court held in Kyllo v. United States that electronically monitoring the inside of a home with a thermal imaging device was a Fourth Amendment search. When the government uses “a device that is not in the general public use” to enter the walls of a home and discover what otherwise would remain private but for physical intrusion, the government has effected a search and must be held to the probable cause standard. This suggests that a warrant is necessary for the use of StingRays since they have the possibility of invading the interior of a home. In Kyllo, thermal scans revealing abnormally high heat inside a house to determine where marijuana plants were being grown was considered an improper invasion. Were a targeted person to be inside his or her home when a StingRay was used, the discovery of their location and communication seems to also be information protected from technologically-enhanced intrusion. This view was endorsed by the
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Supreme Court of Wisconsin in *State v. Tate*, when StingRay tracking led police to discover a person’s location within his mother’s home. United States Supreme Court’s precedent on home searches thus suggests warrantless StingRay use could violate the Fourth Amendment.

Additionally, StingRays seem to be in some sense a search of the person themselves. Cell phones have become so ubiquitous in society that the Court in *Riley* stated, “the proverbial visitor from Mars might conclude they were an important feature of human anatomy.” Since many people keep their phones with them at all times of the day, tracking a phone with great precision using StingRays is in a real sense tracking the physical person themselves. This observation implicates the same concerns the Court grappled with about planting GPS trackers in *Jones*, leading to the conclusion that a warrant would be necessary to make this search constitutional.

Regardless of which stream of cases the Court finds to be most closely analogous, the use of StingRays addresses the same concerns with previous technologies that have led to a warrant requirement for home searches, and searches of one’s physical person.
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